Social Diversity Model: Inheritance of Mutual Collaboration in the Indonesian Hindu-Muslim Society at Tengger, Lumajang
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Abstract:
This study aims to describe and analyze how the cultural inheritance of a collaborative Hindu-Muslim community occurs in Tengger Village, Lumajang Regency, East Java, Indonesia using the concept of ta‘awun as the theoretical framework. The research is qualitative with a multi-case study type. Data were collected using in-depth interviews to relevant parties, participant observation at the research locus, and documentation to collect information about the history and
general description of the Tengger people. Meanwhile, data analysis is by examining ta’awun concept by presenting and condensing data then drawing conclusions. Researchers check the data validity using credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability. This research resulted in the following: the cultural inheritance of mutual collaboration in the community is through; 1) becoming role model to show respect on others’ right, 2) establishing and maintaining community organization, 3) organizing customary events with committees coming from the whole part of the community.
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**Introduction**

Indonesia is the 15th largest nation and the first largest archipelagic country worldwide with an area of 1,904,570 km². It is also the 6th largest island country with a total of 17,504 islands.¹ In addition, it is the 4th most populous country with a population of 274,790,244 in 2022. Furthermore, Indonesia has the largest Muslim population in the world with more than 238,875,159 adherents or around 86.9% of its total population.² It is also referred to as a multiracial, multiethnic and multicultural country.³ Even though the majority of Indonesian is Muslim, Indonesia can show that Islam and other religions/beliefs, as well as democracy and modernity, can

---
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coexist in harmony and tolerance. For this reason, Indonesia formally supports interfaith dialogue at the international and regional levels as a peaceful and democratic resolution to resolve conflicts and disputes.

Pluralism is an undeniable reality in this archipelago. On the one hand, this plurality becomes the social capital of nation-building; on the other hand, it has the potential for social conflict. Religious truth sometimes becomes a doctrine or even an undeniable dogma. It might also create fanaticism among adherents in either internal or external religious circle. The internal circle conflict can be clearly seen friction between Shiites and Sunnis or between ‘common’ Islam and Ahmadiyah. Within Christianity, there is friction between Catholics and Protestants. Meanwhile, the examples of conflict or closed truth claims between adherents of different religions are inter-religious conflicts between Muslims and Christians in Indonesia since 1998 and 2003 in Poso and 1999 in Ambon, Maluku. Then in 2003, riots also occurred again in Palu until, in 2004, riots in the area decreased due to

---

various meetings between religious leaders facilitated by the government.\textsuperscript{10}

A survey result conducted by the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) in 2021 regarding religious tolerance reveals that from 2,213 respondents in 23 provinces of Indonesia, 59.5\% did not mind being neighbors with people of different religions, while 33.7\% chose to refuse it. Then, related to the construction of worship houses, 68.2\% of respondents chose to reject the construction of other religions’ worship houses and only 22.1\% said they did not mind.\textsuperscript{11} From this phenomenon, it is necessary to develop an interreligious community-based collaborative culture model that focuses on respect for diversity and recognition of pedagogical equality for all people regardless of social, ethnic, ideological, gender background or culture.\textsuperscript{12}

It is furthermore important to accurately depict the degree of intergenerational trust as well as individual social movements, social interactions, religious perspectives, and interreligious cooperation. This is especially true because a footstep already serves as a blueprint for forming a community’s attitude in the same context, making it easy for the succeeding generation to build on what had been started. Additionally, there is great potential to transform passive (tolerant) religious concord into dynamic (capable of cooperating) religious harmony,\textsuperscript{13} like what happens in Tengger, Lumajang, East Java. As the focus research, Tengger is interesting because of the religious diversity of the tribe who occupy of Lumajang regency.\textsuperscript{14} In 2021, this village has a population of 2,482 people, 95\% or 2384 residents are


\textsuperscript{13} Mubarok and Made Dwi Andjani, Komunikasi antarpribadi dalam Masyarakat Majemuk, Dapur Buku, 2014.

Hindu, and 5% or 98 residents are Muslim, consisting of 1,105 men and 1,377 women with the Hindus village head.\textsuperscript{15}

Having that population composition, joint committees (Muslims and Hindus) can prove good social relations in building the temple and mosque as respective worship place facilities.\textsuperscript{16} In addition, maintaining religious harmony in the Tengger tribe has become the local wisdom and tradition in the Tengger tribal area according to the local \textit{shaman}’s interview excerpt as follows;

\begin{quote}
“One of the local wisdom and traditions in the Tengger tribe region is exemplified by maintaining religious harmony thus the community will be more united”.\textsuperscript{17}
\end{quote}

The collaborative culture of the Tenggerese is, among others, clear from a joint committee in the \textit{Unan-Unan} Ceremonies. This ceremony aims to cleanse the village from disturbances by spirits and increase gratitude for the abundance of good fortune\textsuperscript{18} of both the village and the whole earth. Tolerance is not only clear among religions (Hindus-Muslims) but also for ethnicity (Javanese-Maduresse). Along with other traditions and customs, this does maintain mutual and social harmony among the Tengger Tribe community even though they have different beliefs.\textsuperscript{19} This phenomenon implies a living diversity that everyone can learn the lesson and make an intragenerational legacy. Therefore, any type of


\textsuperscript{17} Sukriyani, as priest of Tengger village Hindu religion, Interview, Tengger, April 3, 2022


inheritance of diversity requires inter-relative ethical, intellectual, social, and pragmatic rationalization,\textsuperscript{20} namely teaching the ideals of inclusivism, pluralism, and mutual respect for all people and cultures. Those are the prerequisites for ethical life and full civic participation in a multicultural democracy and a diverse human world.\textsuperscript{21}

Research on interfaith diversity cultural education has been carried out several times for a long, such as Tuula\textsuperscript{22} who concludes that interfaith forums in the Finnish City have a significant role in fostering and maintaining inter-religious harmony. It is strengthened by Naimah’s research\textsuperscript{23} which, among others, shows that Christians behave more inclusively than Muslims as a minority group in the two countries studied. Another one is Maria’s research which concludes that the higher a person’s inclusive behavior is, the higher the inclusive attitude and level of trust toward other religions would be.\textsuperscript{24} Furthermore, Pranata’s research found that internal harmony within religious communities \textit{firstly} includes solidarity among fellow members which can be more substantial in religious activities. \textit{Secondly}, it is manifested through cooperation among different


\textsuperscript{21} Khoiruman, ‘Model Development Of Islamic Religious Education Values (Ire) with a Multicultural Insight (Research and Development with a Transformation Approach in State Vocational Schools (Smkn) 1, Bengkulu City)’, \textit{Dissertation, Doctoral Program in Multicultural Islamic Religious Education. INSTITUT AGAMA ISLAM NEGERI (IAIN) BENGKULU}, 11.02 (2021), 67–84.
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religious adherents. Thirdly, the harmony is clear between religious communities and the government.25

On the other hand, Ismail’s research shows that the form of cooperation carried out by Muslims and Christians is also implemented in humanitarian activities driven by students with different religious backgrounds.26 It is in line with Xiao's research which indicates that young people need to be ready to run for religious leaders who can start movements for social change.27 This sort of social movement aims to change the behavior of individuals or the general public to become more tolerant and willing to live and work together with people from different background.28

The six studies above focus on harmony between religious communities or between communities and the government through religious communication forums within the scope of formal education research and external cooperation. This research differs from those above because its main focus is on the inheritance of mutual cooperation culture in the Indonesian Hindu-Muslim Community in Tengger, Semeru, Lumajang, through non-formal education. Therefore, based on previous research and the background above, this paper aims to analyze and provide a model of cross-religious diversity cultural education carried out by the older generation to the younger generation in maintaining traditions and the impact on harmony between Hindu and Muslim communities in Tengger Lumajang.

Method

This study was descriptive qualitative utilizing an ethnographic approach. Primary data for this study consisted of 8 key informants: three high school teachers, two priests, two chaplains, and the village head. Interviews were conducted three to four times and lasted between 50 and 70 minutes on an average of 1 hour. The results of the interviews were recorded and transcribed word for word. The interview process included inquiries on one's philosophy, ideology, values, aspirations, hopes, and individual beliefs and points of view regarding the legacy of an interreligious community's culture of mutual cooperation. On the whole, this study looks at local authorities and people who live in Tengger Village and are actively engaged in diversity and harmony of cultural education.

Primary data was also generated from 3-month observations (April to June 2022) on the physical condition of the village, rituals, meetings, the atmosphere of the community cultural learning process, community interaction and communication, and community activities relevant to the research focus. Meanwhile, documentation targeted the profile of the village profile in pertinent periodicals, bulletins, declarations, and news reports. The validity of data is examined using the criteria of credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability. To establish a clear focus of the study, data analysis was done both during and after the fieldwork, as well as organizing then reviewing the analysis results on whether complete and optimal

29 Carrie Williams, ‘Research Methods; Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis’, *Journal of Business & Economic Research*, 5.3 (2015), 81–82 <https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-10906-0_5>.
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data had been found. Furthermore, at the end of fieldwork, the researcher reflected their thoughts about the focus studied.\(^{34}\)

Theoretical data analysis followed the Miles and Huberman path consisting of three simultaneous activity flows: data condensation, data presentation, and conclusion drawing (verification).\(^{35}\) The condensation data stage was carried out by coding field notes based on the research focus while the presentation of data is through narrative text making it easier for researchers to build relationships between existing texts. Finally, conclusion drawing/verification is intended to find the holistic meaning of the various prepositions found about the research focus.\(^{36}\)

**Result and Discussion**

In the context of this study findings, inheritance is the process, method, and act of passing on cultural values that are transformed into non-formal learning models from the elders to the younger generation. For example, parents who apply the value of politeness in speaking and behaving have done two things, namely providing education to young people and giving real examples in behaving in the daily activities. The education of cultural inheritance is called contribution approach and the social action approach\(^{37}\). Those steps will work effective only while the society/community gives the best practice and continues to give it as a habit. Education can exemplify good attitudes and behavior, provide suggestions, reprimands, and constructive criticism.

This research findings strengthen a previous research which states that youth must be prepared to become candidates for religious leadership to make a social change. The social change movements are

---
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deemed as alternative\textsuperscript{38} (additional strategy between local education who teach teenagers to be a leader) and reformatory movements\textsuperscript{39} (a constructive strategy to make up the re-generation of local leaders) aiming to change the behavior of individuals or the general public. A social movement is a type of group action that tries to carry out liquid and informal as well as finely organized societal reconstruction. Sydney Tarrow claims that this movement is a group effort built around shared objectives and a sense of social solidarity.\textsuperscript{40}

In this context, the culture of cooperation in various activities taught by Tenggerese older generation to their younger is expected to strengthen tolerance and cooperation between people of different religions in Tengger. Mutually beneficial cooperation in Islam is cited in Q.S. Al-Mâ’idah verse 2, "and help you in (doing) virtue and piety, and do not help in committing sins and enmity."\textsuperscript{41} The rule of mu’âmalah fiqh, in the context of this ta’âwun, actually refers and leads to the goal of attaining piety to God. The word ta’âwun and its derivations are mentioned 12 times in the Holy Qur’an, namely in Surah al-Fâtiḥah: 5, Surah al-Baqarah: 45, 68 and 153, Surah Mâ’idah: 2 it is mentioned two times (ta’âwun in virtue and piety and don’t ta’âwun in committing sins and enmity), Surah al-A’raf: 128, Surah Yusuf: 18, Surah al-Kahf: 95, Surah al-Anbiya: 112, Surah al-Furqan: 4, and Surah al-Ma’un: 7. Among those verses, the concept of ta’âwun in the Holy Qur’an is


divided into two ways, namely asking for help from Allah Almighty and helping fellow human beings in the way of Allah Almighty.\(^{42}\)

According to Tafsir al-Sya’rawi, there are three principles of ta’awun. First, as a religious order. Allah Almighty commands human to help each other so that they become an ummah without any strife and division. Second, as a prerequisite for social life. Because humans are social creatures who cannot live alone, mutual help is required to facilitate human survival in the world. Third, as a prerequisite for the benefit of life. As a caliph on earth, humans are ordered to prosper and create benefit on the earth. Therefore, carrying out these orders cannot be achieved without other’s help regardless of religious background.\(^{43}\) Helping fellow human beings in the way of God is clearly shown in the model framework for cultural inheritance in the Tengger tribe through tradition and daily habit, such as the Unan-Unan ceremony, the Kasada ceremony, the Tuesday night forum, and the maxim of Welas Asih Pitu. This wealth of tradition has made the Tengger society entities with different religions and races, very compact, tolerant, and capable of mutually beneficial cooperation.

As one of the indigenous peoples in Indonesia, the Tengger tribe also has a unique leadership tradition in which religious leaders play an essential role in making decisions. This ranges from deciding suitability of the bride and groom’s names, the day of wedding celebration, building and renovation of homes, when to start planting, especially determining the ceremony date. Thus, religious leaders (both Muslim and Hindu) are very influential in maintaining religious traditions in Tengger. However, as intermediaries, the people of Tengger also adhere to the advice of the elderly shaman (Dukun, in Bahasa), who is also much respected.\(^{44}\)

---


\(^{43}\) Muhamad Fajar Mubarok, ‘Prinsip Ta’awun dalam Al-Qur’an: Studi Tafsir Al-Sya’rawi’ (UIN Sunan Gunung Djati Bandung, 2019).

Based on the results of data collection, the social movement model through cultural inheritance of cooperation in the Hindu-Muslim community of Tengger is focused on three aspects, including:

**Inheriting a Respect for Other People's Rights through Becoming Role Model**

Based on evidence gathered in the field, it is clear that Tenggerese religious leaders attempt to coexist amicably with their neighbours by upholding fundamental values of daily courtesy. This includes showing consideration for older people, prioritizing them, speaking gently, not interrupting others' talks, and so forth. They aim to promote harmony between the older and younger generations of Hindu or Muslim religious backgrounds.

In a smaller circle, parents instill the value of politeness to their children at home. These lessons include showing respect for parents through good deeds, speaking gently, telling the truth, refraining from hurtful actions like lying, speaking kind words rather than harsh ones, and upholding harmonious relationships with all family members. By greeting one another when crossing the roads and assisting those in need, for instance, parents also demonstrate how to appreciate their neighbours. Other efforts are also made to strengthen inter-religious harmony by showing a commendable attitude, like speaking politely and most importantly, not insulting other beliefs or religions because what is seen and heard will also be imitated by the youth generation.

This explanation is in line with information of SK, a Hindu religion figure, who said;

"A role model is an effective way to foster harmony in the Tengger village community because by showing a good attitude towards the community, the community will automatically imitate. Children can get a good education at home only if the family has a healthy-social life. The elders should treat the younger ones with affection, while

---

the younger ones should show respect for the seniors. Giving a good example is different from teaching; everyone can teach, but only a few can be an example”. 46

Additionally, SO as a Moslem religious figure stated as follows;

“An educator (teacher) must firstly have strong character before conducting students’ character-building because every child has a considerable curiosity about something that his/her five senses access. These real things stem their curiosity about something that, in the end, they imitate. With such a high curiosity from an early age, it is necessary to show commendable traits that they will imitate and eventually become their habit”. 47

Statements from those religious leaders/figures indicated that the role48 of figures with very dominant characters in forming Tengger society does not only work for creating tolerance but also cooperation and mutualism symbiosis. In short words, the example of community leaders (SK as the priest and SO as teachers or ulema’ in Tengger) is a benchmark in building the strong characteristic of respecting each others through good speaking and behaving with the principle of courtesy. Their good example is furthermore the key to success in preparing and forming an awareness of cooperation between Hindus and Muslims. This is because priests, teachers, and ulema are the best figures in the community’s view who serve as influential role models in identifying and building people’s characters in all aspects of their lives.49 As explained by Geertz,50 a role model is

46 Sukriyani, a Priest of Hindu religion In Tengger Village ‘Interview’, April 7, 2022.
47 Soleh, an Ulema’ of Muslim religious In Tengger Village ‘Interview’, Mei 03, 2022.
an effective way to pass on the culture of harmony because by showing a good attitude towards the community, the community will automatically imitate.

Inheriting a Cohesive Culture through Citizen Associations

It is also found that deliberation forums activities are held by the Tengger community regularly every Tuesday night. Participants come from all elements of the community including religious leaders of both, youth, and representatives of all Neighborhood Associations (RT).\textsuperscript{51} In the traditional Indonesian Muslim community (well known as Nahdliyin/NU tradition), the night forum is typically known as \textit{tahlilan} or \textit{istighotsah}. However, in the Tenggerese community, where religious communities live side by side, the forum is attended by both Muslims and Hindus and not aiming for any specific religious purpose. Instead, the forum is scheduled and accustomed as an activity of meeting and exchanging greetings. Additionally, \textit{QO} as a Moslem religious figure stated so:

"The Tengger people, whether Muslim or Hindu, have common strong characteristics. Their relationship and communication have been well established mainly among religious elites, pandits, teachers, and \textit{kiai}."\textsuperscript{52}

A Tengger-based community group furthermore forms the Alms Charity Association (ACS or \textit{Paguyuban Amal Sedekah}/PAS). This union aims to help relieving a family when one of its members passes away, such as by paying funeral services or accident care costs. It is also used to cover medical expenses for residents who suffer some certain diseases. The source of funds in this union comes from mandatory contributions in social gathering activities and voluntary contributions from its members. The members, which were initially formed as a result of a meeting consisting of 95 people representing


\textsuperscript{51} Gunawan, local community, an interview in May 2022.

\textsuperscript{52} Qohhar, an Ulema’ of Muslim religious In Tengger Village ‘Interview’, April 11, 2022.
each family, are now 132 and will seemingly continue to increase in membership due to the benefits it offers.53

In the ACS, it was agreed that neighborhood and community association’s regular social gathering activities were used as a forum to gather, meet and strengthen relations between Tengger villagers. Regular social gathering reflects the cultural activities of the community which prioritizes activities carried out together exclusively, intimately, and privately. It assumes that in the social gathering activity, everyone will conduct more efficient direct interactions to make the communication more reciprocal (Interview with Qohhar, 2022). The meeting ran democratically, in which religious leaders/figures became discussion leaders appointed alternately. Every present participant has the same opportunity and is welcome to express opinion.

The reciprocal relationship means the tendency to exchange kindness; such as; when celebrating religious holidays, Muslims invite Hindus and vice versa. These internalized norms and values strengthen the sense of cohesion among communities in Tengger. A sense of social concern, caring for each other, and helping each other exists among residents regardless of religious background. The attitudes and concerns of the Tengger people can be seen in their daily lives as part of a group or community member. They really care for each other, particularly about what is happening at their surrounding. When a disaster occurs, for instance, they send any aid or help paying the necessary bill, including when a citizen holds celebrations like weddings, thanksgiving, and others (Observation, 2022).

The residents of Tengger are also aware of the presence of Welas Asih Pitu54 which translates to "seven loves affection" and includes following God’s instructions, honoring one’s parents, loving one’s neighbour as oneself, protecting animals, and appreciating

---
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nature's beauty. They place a strong emphasis on doing good deeds for one's fellow human beings among these seven lessons even though they have distinct religious beliefs. This concern mainly manifests in assistance to others or what in religious teachings is called "alms," a portion set aside of the assets acquired and owned for the benefit of those in need. Interestingly, this caring and sharing tradition does not require a specific tradition/technical so that if someone needs it, it is directly given according to each respective capability.

Compared to that of association, this alm is personal because Tenggerese people tend to help fellow citizens in need with the hope that one day when they are in trouble, they will also receive help. This care is reciprocal and mutually beneficial as clear from the Tengger people’s norm saying because they are willing to live in harmony and help each other regardless of religious or tribal diversity, they will be called wong ora lunrah (the abnormal person). With this peculiarity, it is called by the nickname a man from Tengger village which implies how naturally formed solidarity becomes a medium to form religious maturity and establish cooperation involving common interests to establish religious cohesiveness.

The attitude and feelings of concern among Tengger people are in line with the third point of Gomes’ explanation about what inter-religious interaction can bring impact for; 1) acceptance of belief among each religion, 2) acceptance in social interactions through common activities, 3) formation of an association of all people bringing into common care about what is happening at the surrounding. The PAS or ACS qualify the third one as it was founded by a community organization in Tengger aiming to assist in alleviating a family's burden when one of its members suffer unexpected situation. Furthermore, the funding for this union comes from voluntary contributions from its members as well as compulsory contributions for social gathering activities. Their ta’aawun attitude

---

55 Sukriyani, a Priest of Hindu religion In Tengger Village ‘Interview’, April 7, 2022.
57 Gomes.
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and their habit are very high despite having different beliefs. Accordingly, the current research findings fit with the results of Ismail et al.'s research\textsuperscript{59} in terms of establishment of cooperation in neighborhood forums and contributions for neighbors who have suffered a disaster.

**Inheriting Organizational Culture through Traditional Event Committees Composition**

The organization of a regular conventional event in Tengger needs extensive planning, including the setting up of equipment, cleaning the venue, and preparing the food. Therefore, it cannot be accomplished by a single person or party. Rather, it needs the assistance and support of numerous parties as told by SK as follow:\textsuperscript{60}

"People's participation and involvement in traditional activities is highly appreciated because it plays an essential role in maintaining traditions that have been passed down from the ancestors of the Tengger Community both Muslims and Hindus. Both religious leaders took the initiative to make the ceremony a unifying custom for elements of the Tengger community both Hindus and Muslims”

This statement is also supported by SU's information as follows:

“One of the biggest traditional ceremonies in Tengger Village is the Unan-unan Ceremony. The committee in this traditional ceremony is arranged by the village head involving priests, clerics, teachers, and the youth from Hindus and Islamic groups. The religious background was not an obstacle to this traditional event's success. Even, three months before the traditional ceremony, the committee held a weekly coordination meeting to discuss

\textsuperscript{59} Ismail and others.

\textsuperscript{60} Sukriyani, a Priest of Hindu religion In Tengger Village 'Interview’, June 7, 2022.
committee tasks, funds, consumption needs, and coordination with the Lumajang Regency government. The community voluntarily donates funds specifically to buy a white buffalo which is offered to the day of the ceremony, as an expression of gratitude for the blessings of nature that have been given, one of which aims as a prayer so that the necessities of life can be fulfilled and also as a form of prayer to be kept away from all calamities”. 61

The banquet is held every eighteenth of May at the village hall. In this banquet, the entire Tenggerese community both Hindus and Muslims is present so that the sense of kinship feels real. They all mingle into one family without partition despite different understandings and beliefs. This is a form of togetherness in the frame of religious diversity. In addition to the Unan-unan ceremony, there is another ceremony called Karo-karo. This is the most awaited tradition by the people of Tengger, both Muslim and Hindu. because the celebration is a time with full of joy and revelry as if the Tengger people want to make up for all the fatigue and boredom of a full day's work in the fields they have lived for one year.

The most impressive part of the ceremony was the slaughter of chickens, goats, pigs, cows, and buffalo before enjoying the meat and dishes, similar to how the Tenggerese apologised to one another on Idul Fitri and Idul Adha (Moslems’ two big days of feast) while visiting every home in the neighbourhood. The Tengger people's Karo celebrations, Karo holiday, or also called Pujan Karo, take place in the second month of the Tengger calendar (the month of Karo), namely at the Purnama Sasih Karo. All levels of society, elder and youth, Hindu and Muslim, blend into one in the joy of celebrating Karo that makes the celebration more complete. 62

In order to express gratitude for the time and dedication in leading and directing the village, the villagers also pay a visit to the village chief and local traditional shamans before beginning the Karo

61 Sugianto, the village head of the Tengger area. Interview, June 9, 2022.
62 Qohhar, '62 Qohhar, an Ulema' of Muslim religious In Tengger Village 'Interview’, April 11, 2022.
counsel. In the visit to the shamans, they give offerings and Karo which they have prepared in each houses. These offerings and Karo alms will then be used in traditional shamans' spells and prayers to protect the one’s house family from various threats and grant Sang Hyang Widhi Wasa forgiveness for one previous year's worth of sins. 

The day after the next, it is the turn for the village chief and traditional shamans to visit residents' homes as a sign of reciprocity and to express gratitude for being good and obedient citizens. A social structure built by the interaction of human ties with God, human relationships with one another, and human relationships with the natural world has been indirectly created through the traditional ceremonial procession of the Karo people.  

The celebration time takes place for 15 days at the village hall with various sequences of events and celebration on a large scale with the following processes: 1. Pre-Sodoran dance (opening); this dance begins with Sodor dancer performance from the elders who are commonly called mblara'i (to start) at 04.00 am; 2. Kirab Manten Sodor (Carnival of Sodor dancer); 3. Mekakat reading Kerti Joyo (Reading the Karo mantra & giving offerings); 4. The main Sodor dance is performed by Manten Sodor (sons and daughters) consisting of 12 people. 5. Santi (sending prayers to the Sidi Derma, a God who keeps the farming land, according to their belief, salametan banyu or grateful for abundant water supply and Gaga/Tegal/Ladang for the farming land); 6. Dederek (visiting each other's homes); 7. Nyadran/Nelasih (visting to the grave); and 8. Closing ceremony, held at every hamlet/subvillage at Tengger.  

The last ceremony is the Kasada or Kasodoan. Kasada Ceremony is a special holiday of the Tengger people done on the 15th day or full moon on the fourteenth month (Kasada) according to Tengger community’s reckoning. This celebration is now better known as Yadnya Kasada. Yadnya Kasada is more precisely like the Feast of Sacrifice both from the earthly vegetal product and the sacrificial animals as a form of preserving the ancestral trust of the Tengger  

---


64 Ratih and Juwariyah.
tribe. Many Hindus follow this ritual because it contains elements of Hindu teachings like reading the Vedas while Muslims are only present to witness and appreciate. At the end of the event, there found pepujaan or selamatan (activities as a form of gratitude for the gifts and blessing given by God) carried out by each neighborhood group by enjoying natural products (vegetables and fruits) led by shamans and local village elders.65

The mentioned ceremonies are example of how religious communities work together to preserve their ancestral heritage and culture by living together harmoniously. The efforts make the two communities united into a single entity to create a harmonious and peaceful religious community as well as to maintain tolerance values organically linking to Indonesian cultures.66 Cohesiveness between Muslims and Hindus in a committee for organizing traditional ceremonies in the Tengger community is based on common commitment in achieving goals which they both believe. Furthermore, they are also bound to a culture of cooperation that they maintain, carry out, and obey themselves aiming as a form of gratitude and as an effort to respect their ancestors.

Social and cultural theory reveals that the organization of different traditional ceremonies requires the whole community participation and contains beliefs, laws, and morals that the community accepts.67 These ceremonies promote a sense of kinship through togetherness in the midst of religious diversity. Values inheritance, then, are endeavors that encompass all facets of human existence and are developed through the process of internalizing values in an expressive, progressive, and integrative manner. This form of collaborative culture between religious communities in the Tengger Tribe, according to Gorsky's opinion,68 is included in the

65 Sukriyani, a Priest of Hindu religion In Tengger Village ‘Interview’, April 7, 2022.
67 Geertz, XI.
category of active cultural inheritance. It is shown by the involvement of priests, ulema, as well as Muslim and Hindu youths in various activities amidst differences and diversity. Even though people differ from one another in term of religious affiliation or belief, it does not become a barrier to participating in matters relating to the public interest.

These recent findings also strengthen Tuula's research result\(^\text{69}\) which concludes that interfaith forums in Finland have a significant role in fostering and maintaining harmony between religious communities. In the context of Tengger, village head’s decision to arrange committee structure by involving priests, clerics, teachers and youth from Hindus and Islamic groups show a real effort to maintain the existing good relationship. It turns out that across generation, different religious background was not an obstacle to these traditional events success. Furthermore, the research concludes that solidarity among members becomes more substantial and clearer when organizing internal religious activities. During the Hindu holiday, Muslims are invited to have a meal at their Hindus neighbor, while in Eid al-Fitr holiday, Hindus also go for a meal/gathering at their Muslim neighbors’ house.

Conclusion

In the Hindu-Muslim community of Tengger, social diversity acceptance is maintained through the inheritance of mutual cooperation and courtesy in interpersonal relationships. As occurred across generations, it is possible to continuously conserve the value for the following generation by becoming role models, organizing community associations, and arranging committee for traditional ceremonies from the whole parties of community. The findings of this study implied the need to develop a theory about social diversity developed through cohesiveness based on community social capital, namely a social movement aiming to strengthen the sense of respect and brotherhood between individuals and religious communities (Muslims and Hindus). However, this article is limited to analyzing only one phenomenon regarding the model of cultural inheritance in maintaining harmony through cooperation between adherents of

\(^{69}\) Sakaranaho.
Hinduism and Islam in a small area. Thus, it still requires a comprehensive insight into tolerance amidst religious differences in a broader scope. This study, therefore, suggests the need for further research that explores more deeply in terms of area and relies on research methods or data sources that are more varied so that more comprehensive research findings can be obtained.
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